667-4051
667-3572

6lJ40 S.W. 92nd

sr., Miami,

Fla. 33156

DATE: January 26, 2007 Our FAX number 305/ 557- 3572
TO:

Underwater Centre / Seychelles

FAXII :

011-248-344-223

ATTN:

Glynis Sanders

PAGES:

2

Difficulty with FAX j;rnnsmission, please phone 305/ 667-4051

Dear Ms Glynis:

re:lndian Ocean FISH CARDS:

I wanted to keep you informed as wha.t our future plans are.
Ever since Seahawk Press created their very first ID CARD back in 1979,
all of our subsequent titles have been created on analog film. Since that
time, this film has faced a considerable amount of deterioration that now
prevents it from being used for future reprinting.
We now find ourselves in the position of digitizing all of our best selling
titles. There are about 6 of these titles that we will put into this new
electronic format. These 6 cover Florida, Bahamas and the Caribbean. An
additional title that we could consider would be an Indian Ocean co~mo
CARD, which would cover the fishes and marine invertebrates of this unique
diving area. The text would be in English only. I am enclosing a photocopy of our recently created digital COMBO CARD for Florida, Bahamas and
the Caribbean. The proposed Indian Ocean COMBO CARD would feature 66% reef
fishes and 34% marine invertebrates.
All of our titles that cover the Pacific, Red Sea and Pacific Rim area will
be allowed to go out of print.
Right now we are all out of Indian Ocean FISH CARDS, but we do have in stock
about 2,900 Indian Ocean CORAL CARDS. If we find the need to produce the
above mentioned lib COMBO CARD, it would take place this time next year.
I just wanted to be sure that you were kept up to date on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Jerry Greenberg
SEAHAWK PRESS

ph: 305-667-4051
fx: 305-667-3572
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667-4051
667-3572

6340 S.W. 92nd
DATE:

TO:

sr., Miami, Fla. 33156

January 26, 2007

Little Flo_era of Hawaii

FAXII:

1-808-324-1752

ATTN:

Anita Erikson

PAGES:

Our FAX number 305/ 667- 3572

2

Difficulty with FAX 1;rnnsmission, please phone 305/ 667-4051
re; Hawaii FISH CARD

Dear Anita:

I wanted to keep you informed as what our future plans are. Ever since Seahawk
Press created their very first ID CARD back in 1979, all of the subsequent
titles have been created on analog film. Since that time this film has faced
a considerable amount of deterioration that prevents it from being used for
future reprinting.
We now find ourselves in the position of digitizing all of our best selling
titles. There are about ~ of these titles that we will put into this new
electronic format. six of them cover Florida, Bahamas and the Caribbean. Another title could possibly be a Hawaiian COMBO CARD, which would feature 66%fish and 34%-marine invertebrates. The text would be in English only. I am
enclosing a photo copy of our recently digital COMBO CARD for Florida, Bahamas
and the Caribbean, this would give you some idea of what the Hawaiian COMBO
CARD would look like. All of our other titles that cover the Pacific, !ndo/Pacific
and Pacific Rim area will be allowed to go out of print.
Right now we are all out of Hawaii FISH CARDS but do have in stock about 2,000
Hawaii CORAL CARDS. If we do see a need to produce an Hawaiian COMBO CARD, it
would take place later on near the end of this year.

,I just wanted to be sure that you were kept up to date on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Jerry Greenberg
SEAHAWK PRESS
ph: 305-667-4851
fx: 305-667- 3572

cc: Mini Young
Smart Retail Solutions

